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Enterprises today face a range of challenges such as digitalization, remote working, 
globalization and new IT solutions call for flexible-managed services and ready-to-use 
cloud network solutions.

ngena meets these challenges head on by providing state-of-the-art multi-cloud and 
virtualization SD-WAN technologies that enable a company’s digital transformation 
with speed, agility, and the latest innovative application services. Pre-designed 
configurations are ready to be deployed or further customized to fit any client’s 
unique connection to the cloud.

Meeting market demands — each customer has a unique 
digital journey to the cloud

Our end-to-end full life cycle platform 
makes it simple to expand and manage 
your network from anywhere, at anytime.

We built ngena to simplify 
network transformation and
provide secure connectivity.

Discover simplified connectivity at its finest

With ngena, you gain access to our .connect platform, which enables simplicity to run 
the full life cycle  of your network operations with our platform, .connect. Now you can 
manage your entire network and expand with ease with fully capable monitoring and 
analytics all from one command center, we call it .connect.

With .connect, it's easy to access and deploy our SD-WAN backed best in class SASE 
solutions. We  have you covered with full-service  multi-tech network solutions that are 
beyond basic, including: 

SD-WAN
SASE
EDGE
CLOUD
ACCESS
Wi-Fi

Experience speed to market 

Networks must adapt to new ways of working with scalability and evolve their 
business models to keep up with the wide breadth of needs of today's enterprise 
network. Network creation, deployment, operations, and security maintenance takes 
time and resources. ngena’s .connect platform and QuickSizer tool helps you save on 
all aspects of the full life cycle of network optimization, with best in class assistance all 
along the way.
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Meet .connect 
The all-in-one single operational 
platform to simply design, connect, 
expand, and maintain your networks.
ngena provides a completely new way to generate, operate ,and maintain multi-tech 
secure connectivity for your business. With .connect,  users work wherever they want, 
on any type of device to securely create, operate, select, enhance, and deploy from 
one point of control.

It's simple to create and quote access designs 

With the QuickSizer tool easily accessible from our .connect platform, you can easily 
select your access points, get a visual of your network design, and receive a quote in 
2 minutes or less. In this way ngena o�ers ultimate flexibility to give your enterprise 
the benefit of designing your network around the corner or across the globe, you can 
even bring your own access, existing licenses, and your own devices and manage 
everything from .connect.

Select

Enhance

Simplify Network Enhancements

Work within a guided support mode to validate your initial quote. Simplify designing 
your network in just a few steps. By leveraging pre-configured  access design features 
we make it even easier to add-on capabilities.Confirm “bring your own” compatibility 
with your other technology before you begin and verify your security points with ease.
Modify and update your network design for maximum flexibility, adaptability, and 
scalability.

Deploy
Zero touch deployment ensures security

All fulfillment and logistics are supported by ngena. With .connect, you get real-time 
visibility through every phase of deployments worldwide with  the additional benefit 
of access to visual guides that clearly show the status of network health and includes 
insightful tra�c analytics. CPEs are automatically configured when turned on. Quick, 
new site integration with your existing SD-WAN infrastructure occurs within minutes, 
not hours or days.

Operate

Simplify network operations

Proactively monitor your network anywhere, anytime, from wherever you are. Ensure 
networks are running e�ectively. Stay ahead of potential outages with AI-integrated 
monitoring and alerts and easily track global SLA requirements. The health of the 
network is auto-monitored to quickly identify and correct any issues and resolutions 
are o�ered for quick course correction.
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https://www.ngena.net/en/

About ngena

ngena is a global company that connects teams and unites the workforce worldwide 
through a centralized simplified secure network connectivity experience. With one 
touch, ngena simplifies and strengthens global cloud computing, business 
networking, data analytics and data security at workplaces within the enterprise and 
at home.

Mission statement

Bringing simplified secure connectivity to your enterprise networks. 
simply, reliably, and a�ordably.

We are here to answer your questions about our solutions and how to partner with 
ngena. connect@ngena.net | www.ngena.net

Locations

Boulder, Colorado
Miami, Florida
Mexico City, Mexico
Frankfurt, Germany
Debrecen, Hungary
Kosice,Slovakia
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oL2PUoLs79wngena. connect demo


